INDIAN NAVY
G.D. TOPICS
1. Democracy
2. Should we divide India
3. G.S.T
4. Swatch Abhiyan
5. Poor facilities in India
6. Forigen Channel
7. Western Culture
8. Terrarium
9. Privatization in education System
10. Censorship in India Films
11. Should India be Single, bi, Multi-Party System
12. Why women are not in defense?
13. Election in college
14. Which generation is better younger or older
15. Foreign shows are banned or not?
16. Effect of TV on youth
17. Pakistan Dialogue good or bad
18. For which country India should do friendship.
19. What should we do to improve our Olympic performance
20. Why sports is not in India?
21. Effects of Television in India
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1. Should India continue Dialogues from Pakistan.
2. Should women join Defence
3. RS. 100 distribution in 4 ways
4. NGO’s play positive, negative or neutral roles
5. Which country is more dangerous to India?
6. Terrarium in India
7. Is citizen of India is responsible for crimitialazion in politics?
8. G.S.T ?
9. Women reservation system in India?
10. Bycot relationship system with Pakistan?
11. Should India have to improve in railway sector?
12. Indian Railway
13. Qualification required for politician?
14. Crime against women?

Common GD Topics for Indian Navy



Justice delay is justice denied agree or not?



Permanent seat for India in UN Security Council yes or no?



How defense expenditure can be reduced?



Biggest problem country is facing?



Who is responsible for crime against women?



Who is responsible for poor performance of India in sports?



Should India remain a NAM country?



Why unemployment is on rise?



Why price of basic commodities are on rice?



How politics can be made clean?



How water shortage can be sorted out?



How Indian women can be empowered?



How India can be a super power?



Do we need smaller states?



How indo pak relations can be improved?



Is china a threat to India?



Benefits of SEZs?



FDI is a profit or a loss?



AFSPA:-why it is required?



Why naxalism is on rise?



Is women empowerment an urban phenomenon?



Should reservation system be removed?



Should the age for juvenile be reduced?



How relations with foreign countries can be improved?



Why value of rupee is falling?



How brain drain can be stopped?



Internet is a boon or bane to the country.



Women empowerment.



Should India ban pornography websites?



How can we develop Indian Economy?



Technology Vs Human life span



River project



Unemployment in India



Sex education in India



Common Syllabus throughout Indian schools



Is ragging the students in colleges good or bad



Single grading system at all level of education



Love Marriage Vs arranged marriage



Alternate sources of energy



India having Permanent member position in the UNO



Co – education in India



Banning alcohol :effects



Developing tidal energy can save us now



Police or Army – Who is important



BPO work culture



Developing Wind energy



Nation’s nuclear agreement with United States of Russia



Reservation of women in India



Nuclear threat to our nation?



Role of Press and media



Should Defence force Training be made compulsory



Retirement age of Politicians



World Peace



About the 33 % reservation for women



Is it beneficial when our country gets rid of all its nuclear reactors like
Germany?



Positives and Negatives about Science



Naxallisim



Terrorism



About the nuclear power plants in our nation



Best Alternative source of energy as opposed to the nuclear reactors



Young generation in politics



About the rate of success of alternate energy sources such as wind and
solar energy



India’s part and place in the Space research



About the allocation or the Quotas which are followed in our country



About the communication systems in our country



The predominance of Cricket over Hockey



Our National game – Hockey



About the joining of rivers project



The increasing population of our country



Economy and inflation in our country

